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New Delhi.

Subject: Not acknowledged for the efforts dedicated in
Offshore 2OL3-14 & 2014-15
Respected Sir,

With feeling of great satisfaction and pride we read your
speech of "one year in office as Director Offshore", specially all
that you have quoted for WOU, of breaking records of 5 years

towards oil production.
Very rightly acknowledged by you that this was possible due
to joint contribution by one and all. The local management
under watchful administration of our ASSET HEADS did not
stay back, aptly rewarded their outstanding performers
through various awards. When all this was in process, we are
pained to find that even though the community is in minority
yet are very critical for offshore operations are completely
sidelined, from being acknowledged for their contribution.

We need not elaborate that the reservoir personnel always
gets secondary treatment. They do not even get proper staying
facility when they have to move to offshore and many such

things where they face irregularities, yet with all these
constraints they have never fallen short of the targets laid
down.
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We request your esteemed authority when everyone is

celebrating in WOU for their conbibution towards achieving 5
years record production, to advice the appropriate authority
being more positive give due rec-ognition to their work, by
aptly rewarding them. It is continuously two years that they
do not find themselves in the list of awards and these cannot
be a bad coincidence.
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